[The evolution and prognosis of liver cirrhosis patients. III. An evaluation of the survival rate and mortality using graphic mathematical models].
The survival and mortality were assessed in 474 patients with liver cirrhosis followed up for a long time in outpatient conditions. The programme 2R of the statistical package BMDP was used and the following mathematical methods were applied: function of survival (for men and women) assessed by the method of Kaplan-Meyer; function of mortality assessed by the hazard-model of Link; velocity of growth of the function of mortality and method of the cumulative function of mortality for the remainders. The achievement of data, confirming each other, by the four mathematical graphic models applied allows the assertion that the selected method for assessment of the prognosis of liver cirrhosis is correct. It may be concluded with great certainty that there is no difference in the survival between men and women suffering from liver cirrhosis.